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Abstract
This paper presents text mining approaches on German-speaking job advertisements to enable social science research on the
development of the labour market over the last 30 years. In order to build text mining applications providing information
about profession and main task of a job, as well as experience and ICT skills needed, we experiment with transfer learning
and domain adaptation. Our main contribution consists in building language models which are adapted to the domain of job
advertisements, and their assessment on a broad range of machine learning problems. Our findings show the large value of
domain adaptation in several respects. First, it boosts the performance of fine-tuned task-specific models consistently over
all evaluation experiments. Second, it helps to mitigate rapid data shift over time in our special domain, and enhances the
ability to learn from small updates with new, labeled task data. Third, domain-adaptation of language models is efficient: With
continued in-domain pre-training we are able to outperform general-domain language models pre-trained on ten times more
data. We share our domain-adapted language models and data with the research community.

Keywords: Text Mining, Transfer Learning, Domain adaptation, BERT, Computational Social Science, Job Advertise-
ments

1. Introduction
Large-scale automated text analysis is becoming more
and more standard in digital scholarship. For com-
mon text mining tasks, for instance, Named Entity
Recognition and Linking on newspaper texts or Sen-
timent Analysis of social media content, several off-
the-shelf solutions exist either as research software or
commercial services. However, for many specific re-
search questions, application domains and languages,
specialized natural language processing (NLP) models
still need to be trained.
Effective training of high-quality text mining models
without much annotation effort is now possible thanks
to transfer learning, which is typically divided in a pre-
training and fine-tuning phase. Over the last years, this
machine learning technique, which makes clever use
of large amounts of raw text for pre-training, evolved
successfully: starting with static lexical word embed-
dings as word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) followed
first by contextualized embeddings encoded by recur-
rent neural network-based conditional generative lan-
guage models as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), and then
shortly after introducing BERT embeddings (Devlin
et al., 2019) where representation learning relies on a
transformer-based denoising language modelling pre-
training task. Although minor architectural changes
have been applied to the original BERT idea, this ap-
proach is still state of the art in NLP.
The expected benefits of transfer learning approaches
are twofold: First, given the pre-trained text represen-
tations, fine-tuning needs much less task-specific train-
ing material to achieve high performance. Second, fine-
tuned models are more robust and less brittle, thus often

avoiding hard errors or even systematic errors, which
were typical for pattern-based text mining (Hedderich
et al., 2021; Ruder, 2019). This is especially useful
in domains with a highly dynamical language develop-
ment.

This paper presents text mining approaches on
German-speaking job advertisements from Switzer-
land. Not surprisingly, jobs, job ads and their lan-
guage are changing rapidly in a world of globalization
and digital transformation, thus leading to a noticeable
data shift. A printed job advertisements in a newspa-
per from 1990 and an online job ad from 2020 differ
in text length and other characteristics of their publi-
cation channel. The work presented here is part of a
computational social science project that seeks to an-
swer sociological and economical questions about the
development of the labour market over the last 30 years
by analysing large collections of job ads.

The texts in job ads are not only rapidly changing,
they are also very particular in their structure and for-
mulation. Therefore, another important aspect of our
work is the adaptation of models that were originally
pre-trained on general purpose or mixed domains via
continued pre-training and vocabulary customization.
How much improvement with which domain adapta-
tion techniques is feasible for typical machine learn-
ing tasks in the context of transfer learning? Can more
task-specific training data compensate for a lack of do-
main adaptation during fine-tuning?

The relevant information needs of applied sociologi-
cal and economic research on the demand in the Swiss
labour market that we consider in this work can be sum-
marized as follows: a) What profession is this ad look-
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ing for? b) What is the main task for the jobseeker?
c) Is work experience required? d) What skills are re-
quired, in particular, what information and communi-
cations technology (ICT) skills?
We operationalize the questions (a-c) directly as docu-
ment classification tasks on job advertisements and re-
port their experimental results. Question (d) is more
difficult, and we divide it into two more general text
analytics processes: First, a token-based sequence la-
belling task that segments job ads into different content
zones (e.g. company description, hard or soft skills).
Second, a term extraction task that identifies single-
and multi-word ICT expressions.
Our various experiments with different types of ma-
chine learning problems give a broad assessment of
modern transfer learning and the expected benefit of
current domain adaptation techniques. Additionally,
we make our datasets and models available for further
experimentation in the research community.1

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes
our datasets. Experiments and results are presented in
Section 4. Section 5 summarizes our findings and pro-
vides directions for future work.

2. Related Work
The adaptation of general-purpose language represen-
tations models (LM) like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
to specialised domains has been an active area of re-
search in the last years. Starting with work on scien-
tific texts (Beltagy et al., 2019), the biomedical (Lee et
al., 2019) and the legal domain (Chalkidis et al., 2020),
lately there is a body of research experimenting exten-
sively on pre-training, continued pre-training and fine-
tuning language models for special domains (Alrowili
and Shanker, 2021; Gu et al., 2021; Lewis et al., 2020;
Gururangan et al., 2020). We provide a brief overview
of the different approaches.
Two approaches in building domain-specific LMs can
be distinguished: First in continued pre-training, we
start with a general purpose LM like BERT, typically
pre-trained on a large collection with a mixture of text
types. This means that the (sub)word vocabulary of
this base model – for instance computed statistically
by the SentencePiece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018)
or BPE (Sennrich et al., 2016) algorithm – is used,
and model weights are updated during continued train-
ing on domain-specific corpora. Some general pur-
pose LMs reserve a certain amount of vocabulary slots
for further pre-training, which then can be filled with
domain-specific subwords. Second in domain-specific
pre-training, the model is built from scratch with text
material from the application domain, typically on a
collection of smaller size compared to general LMs.
This means that the LM is well-informed about the
most frequent words or subword units of the domain.

1Data created for this paper is available via DOI
0.5281/zenodo.6497853, models via huggingface model hub.

While this latter approach has the advantage of provid-
ing a domain-specific vocabulary, it needs much bigger
amounts of in-domain data, since it cannot benefit from
any preceding general language model training.
Recent work has evaluated different approaches in
building domain-specific language models on a range
of downstream NLP task. Experiments assess different
transformer architectures, further pre-training versus
training from scratch, and include often grid searches
for fine-tuning hyper-parameters. While large mod-
els in general perform better, smaller, domain-adapted
models are often competitive (Chalkidis et al., 2020;
Lewis et al., 2020). The best hyper-parameter set-
ting for fine-tuning often seems dependent on the end
task. Especially for complex tasks, when more domain
knowledge is needed, domain adaptation is beneficial
(Chalkidis et al., 2020). Gu et al. (2021) state that
mixed-domain pre-training is not necessary if sufficient
domain-specific data is available for LM pre-training.
However, in other studies it depends on the end-task if
further pre-training or training from scratch is better.
While empirical evidence on the best approach is not
clear, resources available may limit the choice of the
approach.
Gururangan et al. (2020) evaluate different adap-
tion approaches in multiple domains, and exam-
ine further pre-training of LMs in low-resource sce-
narios. They distinguish between domain-adaptive
pre-training (DAPT), and task-adaptive pre-training
(TAPT), that is, pre-training on the (usually small
amount of) unlabeled data of a given task. Combin-
ing the two approaches brings the best performance,
but TAPT is often competitive with DAPT, while being
much more resource-efficient. They further find that
adaption to another domain is detrimental, and cross-
task TAPT is not helpful. Thus, choosing the right
data is crucial, but with this condition fulfilled, domain
adaptation boosts performance also with limited data
amounts.

3. Job advertisement corpora
We use two Swiss job ad datasets introduced in (Gnehm
and Clematide, 2020). While both datasets are multi-
lingual, roughly 80% are written in German. Due to
the different size and collection method, each dataset
has its own advantages for our experiments:
1. The Swiss Job Market Monitor (SJMM)2 consists
of representative yearly samples of job ads, from 1950
onwards up to now. This dataset is very well suited
for longitudinal social science labor market research
on the transformation of the labor market. For much
information of interest to researchers, such as informa-
tion about professions or skill requirements, there are
human-generated class labels or textual annotations,
which will serve us for the evaluation of language mod-
els in downstream NLP tasks.

2Available under https://www.swissubase.ch (Buchmann
et al., 2021)

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6497853
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6497853
https://huggingface.co/models
https://www.swissubase.ch
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data source # ads # chars size
SJMM corpus 80K 93M 92 MB
OA corpus 85K 150M 140 MB

Table 1: Training data per epoch for continued in-
domain LM pre-training.

2. The online ad dataset (OA) is collected by a pri-
vate company since 2012 through crawling of online
job portals and company websites, and contains 2.25
million German-speaking job ads. In the context of
neural language models, this is not huge data, but it
is very valuable when it comes to adapting pre-trained
models to the domain of job ads.
This domain is affected by strong data shift over time.
Job ads are a fast evolving text type, and data shift re-
lates to both changes in societal and labor market struc-
ture as well as changes in publication media and com-
munication style. We observe an annual replacement
rate of about 1% for the 1000 most frequent tokens (af-
ter removing stop words and punctuation), resulting in
a high-frequency vocabulary overlap of less than 45%
between 1990 and 2020.3 To ensure a valid analysis for
the entire period of interest from 1990 to the present as
well as the near future, the impact of data shift on IE
performance must be examined and addressed.

4. Experiments
4.1. Continued pre-training of LMs
General-domain pre-trained models: For continued
in-domain pre-training of LMs, we use two BERT base
models4 (Devlin et al., 2019) trained on German data.
Both models, bert-base-german-cased5 – referred to as
BERT-de in the following – and gbert-base (Chan et al.,
2020) – GBERT in the following – improved the state-
of-the art performance of base language models for
German at the time of their release. The newer GBERT
owes its competitive edge to both 10 times more train-
ing data (160 GB vs 12 GB) and whole word masking
as part of the training objective. With these two starting
point models, we can first examine whether the perfor-
mance advantage of GBERT on the general domain also
holds for our special domain, and second, whether the
potential performance gains from continued in-domain
pre-training for the two models are comparable, con-
sidering the larger difference in exposition to general
domain text material. The commonalities and differ-
ences in the domain adaptation of BERT-de to jobBERT-
de, and GBERT to jobGBERT are described below.
Domain vocabulary: As we continue to pre-train ex-
isting models, we are bound by the base vocabulary of
those models and must ensure that our domain texts are

3For the top 5k most frequent tokens the respective over-
lap is 35%, for top 10k it is 37%.

412 layers, hidden size of 768, 12 attention heads, 110M
parameters.

5https://huggingface.co/bert-base-german-cased

optimally represented by that base vocabulary. First,
we apply character normalization to minimize the
number of words that are mapped to the <unk> token.
Job ads use a variety of symbols for list items, most of
which are not included in the base model vocabulary.
Thus, these variations are all mapped to the most com-
mon form contained in the base vocabulary. Second,
we apply domain vocabulary insertion to ensure that
frequent domain-specific words get a good vector rep-
resentation. We build our additional domain-specific
vocabulary with SentencePiece (Kudo and Richardson,
2018) and fill the 3k reserved empty spots of BERT-
de’s 30k vocabulary with the most frequent subtokens.
We insert subtokens, e.g., ’#diplom’ (diploma), regular
words like ’Muttersprache’ (first language), and com-
mon abbreviations like ’SAP’. In the GBERT model,
unfortunately, only 100 entries are free in the 31.1k
vocabulary. Given this small, negligible share of free
spots, we leave the base vocabulary in this model as
is. Regarding the LM vocabulary, we thus experiment
with two different conditions for domain-adaptation
provided by BERT-de versus GBERT.

Domain corpora: As for the further training of our two
LMs in the job ad domain, we need to consider the pe-
culiarities and different roles of our in-domain corpora.
The large amount of data in the OA corpus seems very
valuable for an effective adaptation. However, since the
smaller SJMM corpus is important for social science
analyses because it is both longitudinal and representa-
tive, our LMs should compute good representations of
the job ads for this corpus. For this reason, we apply
the following data weighting scheme: SJMM job ads
are up-sampled so that we have around 3k ads per year
from 1990 onwards, resulting in a total of 80k ads. OA
job ads are down-sampled by a factor of 1/25, resulting
in a total of 85k ads. We train for 25 epochs on a com-
bination of these two datasets, using a different 1/25th

of the OA corpus in each epoch (see Table 1). In this
way, we aim for a good representation of SJMM ads
going back to 1990, while taking advantage of the vari-
ation that comes with the amount of data in the more
recent OA corpus.

Continued in-domain pre-training: We continue pre-
training of the general-domain pre-trained BERT-de
and GBERT on our job ads corpora with the masked
language modeling task, resulting in two domain-
adapted LMs, jobBERT-de and jobGBERT. To this end,
we use the Huggingface Transformers library (Wolf et
al., 2020) and follow largely its default training hyper-
parameters. We train with a maximum sequence length
of 512 subwords, start with a learning rate of 5E-05,
use a linear learning rate scheduler with a batch size
of 256 over 25 epochs, which results in 16.1k steps.
In training of jobGBERT we follow Chan et al. (2020)
and use a smaller batch size of 128 and a smaller initial
learning rate of 1E-05. We train on NVIDIA Tesla T4
with 16 GB RAM for approximately one week.
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job ad text

... we are looking for
an experienced pharmaceutical assistant

as sales consultant ..
profession 32 - Medical, pharmaceutical professions
main task 7 - customer service, sales, cashier
experience 1 - needed

Table 2: Example of job ad classification into profes-
sion, main job task and experience requirements

4.2. Fine-Tuning and evaluation on
downstream NLP tasks

We fine-tune and evaluate four LM variants, BERT-
de, GBERT, jobBERT-de and jobGBERT on different
domain-specific tasks. First, we include document
classification in our evaluation, and second, text zoning
(a sequence labeling task), both in a classic supervised
machine learning setting. For text zoning and one of
the classification tasks, there are baselines by Gnehm
and Clematide (2020) available, which we use for com-
parison. In text zoning, we further assess the impact
of data shift over time on performance for most recent
job ad data, as well as the mitigating effect of small
amounts of labeled task data from this most recent time
period.
Third, in order to evaluate the effect of domain-
adaption on the performance of LMs on small datasets,
we report data size ablation results for the ICT term
recognition task in the job ads.
During continued in-domain pre-training of our LMs,
we evaluated performance at different checkpoints – af-
ter every 5th epoch – on each task. While performance
differences between the checkpoints are small, both in
the case of jobBERT-de and jobGBERT, the checkpoint
after epoch 20 reached the highest performance in the
majority of the tasks. Therefore, we chose this check-
point for the following, more comprehensive experi-
ments.
For all evaluation tasks, we select the model reaching
the highest accuracy on the dev set and evaluate on the
test set. As recommended in the literature (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2017), we repeat experiments and report
performance estimates over three or five runs.

4.2.1. Document classification
Task: We assess the performance on job ad classifi-
cation on three tasks, which are illustrated with an ex-
ample in Table 2: Profession classification (34 classes)
– this task is equivalent to the one in (Gnehm and
Clematide, 2020), main task of the open position (21
classes), and required experience of the candidate (3
classes). For all three tasks, we have 25k labeled job
ads available, which we split into 80% for training set
and 10% each for the dev and test set.
Model architecture and training: The classification
models use the last embedding layers of the transformer
and fine-tune these in training. The ’[CLS]’ token is
used to extract document embeddings, and fed into a

linear layer on top to calculate class labels. We use
the implementation by the Flair library (Akbik et al.,
2018). Training of these models is done in batches of
16 and takes 5 epochs using Adam optimizer with a
learning rate of 3.00E-05.
Results overview: Figure 1 presents evaluation re-
sults for all models on the three classification tasks.
All three tasks deal with highly imbalanced classes.
Since prediction quality for all classes is equally im-
portant to us independent of their frequency, we report
accuracy and balanced accuracy, which corresponds
to macro-recall in the multi-class case (Grandini et
al., 2020). We observe that domain-adapted LMs
outperform their general-domain starting point mod-
els in all three tasks, in accuracy and balanced accu-
racy. Furthermore, GBERT, which outperforms BERT-
de on general-domain tasks (Chan et al., 2020), also
achieves consistently better results than BERT-de in
our domain-specific classification task. Consequently,
the three models GBERT, jobBERT-de and jobGBERT
reach higher accuracy in all tasks than BERT-de, and
thus outperform the baseline for profession classifica-
tion of 0.778 with BERT-de in Gnehm and Clematide
(2020). Combining the better starting point model with
continued in-domain training, jobGBERT proves to be
the best performing model for our purposes, with bal-
anced accuracy of 0.845 for experience, 0.734 for main
job task, and 0.757 for profession classification.
High efficiency of in-domain training: Interestingly,
in two of three classification tasks, jobBERT-de per-
forms better than GBERT. This is impressive, consider-
ing the fact that GBERT was trained on almost ten times
as much data as jobBERT-de, including whole word
masking in the training objective. This result points
at the importance of finding well-suited data for train-
ing domain- or applications-specific LMs. Moreover, it
illustrates that even if resources – data itself or compu-
tational resources – are limited, it is possible to build
well-performing domain-specific LMs.
Domain-adaptation and task complexity: Domain
adaptation is beneficial for all classification tasks, but
there are differences which might be related to task
difficulty. The performance boost is largest for the
main job task classification, with 2.1 point difference
in balanced accuracy between jobBERT-de and BERT-
de, and 1.4 points between jobGBERT and GBERT. For
the other two classification tasks, the maximum im-
provement is 1.1 points each. According to both human
judgement and mean model performance, the main job
task classification appears to be the most difficult one.6

Thus, as observed by Chalkidis et al. (2020), it seems
that domain adaptation pays off especially for more
complex tasks that require more in-domain knowledge.
Smaller gain of in-domain training for GBERT :

6Inter-annotator agreement measured by Krippendorff’s
alpha is 0.93 for experience requirements, 0.75 for main task,
and 0.75 for a similar, but more-fine-grained profession clas-
sification task.
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Figure 1: Evaluation of text classification tasks for all models on test set. Averages over 5 runs are indicated by
numbers and a vertical black line in each bar. Darker colors show the range from min. to max. values over 5 runs.

Through all classification tasks, continued domain-
specific pre-training proves beneficial, but the gain
compared to the starting point model is smaller for
jobGBERT than for jobBERT-de. The positive effects of
further training on job ads may be smaller for GBERT
for several reasons: first, we did not apply domain vo-
cabulary insertion, and a less fitting vocabulary might
limit the learning of good vector representations; sec-
ond, the ratio of additional in-domain data vs. general-
domain data is considerably smaller, meaning there is
still a bigger bias towards the general domain; or third,
learning effects are smaller because exposure to new,
unseen material in continued training is lower in com-
parison. However, in line with findings by Gururangan
et al. (2020), we conclude that very well performing
general-domain LMs can still be further improved with
relatively little amounts of well-chosen data.

4.2.2. Text zoning
Task: The second evaluation task, text zoning, refers
to segmenting job ad texts into eight zones which dif-
fer regarding their content, e.g. job description, com-
pany description or skill requirements (Gnehm and
Clematide, 2020). Since information on different top-
ics can be densely packed in single sentences in job ads,
text zoning is implemented as token level sequence la-
beling (for zone definitions see Table 3 and for an ex-
ample of a zoned job ad see Figure 2).

Zone Definition
z1 company description
z2 reason of vacancy
z3 administration & residual text
z4 job agency description
z5 material incentives
z6 job description
z7 required hard skills
z8 required personality (soft skills)

Table 3: Definitions of text zones (Gnehm and
Clematide, 2020)

This task has been introduced in Gnehm and Clematide
(2020) and for comparability, we use the same data, in-

For/z1 our/z1 attractive/z1 product/z1 portfolio/z1
we/z3 are/z3 looking/z3 for/z3 an/z6 interior/z6 de-
signer/z6 ./z6 You/z3 offer/z3 :/z3 -/z7 solid/z7 vo-
cational/z7 training/z7 and/z7 experience/z7 ,/z7 -/z8
creativity/z8 and/z8 versatility/z8 ,/z8 -/z8 ideally/z8
you/z8 are/z8 between/z8 25/z8 and/z8 40/z8 years/z8
old/z8 ./z8 We/z3 offer/z3 :/z3 -/z6 a/z6 high/z6 de-
gree/z6 of/z6 autonomy/z6 ,z6 -/z6 a/z6 large/z6 stu-
dio/z6 ,/z6 -/z6 an/z6 interesting/z6 and/z6 stimulat-
ing/z6 permanent/z6 position/z6 ./z6 Please/z3 send/z3
your/z3 application/z3 to/z3 POC/z3 ,/z3 ADDR/z3
,/z3 Foto/z1 Hobby/z1 Inc./z1

Figure 2: Example of job ad with text zoning anno-
tation (Gnehm and Clematide, 2020), translated from
German to English

cluding job ads up to the year 2014 (n=22.5k in train,
n=650 in dev and test set each). In addition, we aim at
assessing the impact of data shift over time on zone tag-
ging performance. To this end, we have newer labeled
data available, covering the time period from 2015 to
2021 (n=350 job ads). We use 150 ads from this more
recent time period as a second test set. In an additional
experiment, we examine the effect of including small
numbers of newer data when fine-tuning, by adding
each of the remaining 200 ads three times to the origi-
nal training data (n=23.1k job ads).
Model architecture and training: As for the classi-
fication models, we train sequence labeling models by
taking representations from the last layer of the trans-
former, adding a linear layer on top, and fine-tuning
on this task. To get token-level predictions, a pooling
strategy for subword pieces is needed: The embeddings
of the first subword is taken as the representation of the
token. We use the implementation of Schweter and Ak-
bik (2020) and rely largely on their training parameter
recommendations: We use the AdamW optimizer and
a once-cycle LR scheduler with an initial learning rate
of 5e-06. We train for 20 epochs with batch size of 32.
Results overview: The evaluation of this task shows
a similar picture to the evaluation of the classification
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Accuracy
orig. train, orig. train, updated train,

Model orig. test set new test set new test set
BERT-de 0.908 0.904 0.911
jobBERT-de 0.915 0.934 0.944
GBERT 0.913 0.919 0.925
jobGBERT 0.916 0.922 0.932

Balanced Accuracy
orig. train, orig. train, updated train,

Model orig. test set new test set new test set
BERT-de 0.855 0.826 0.847
jobBERT-de 0.874 0.894 0.941
GBERT 0.869 0.859 0.885
jobGBERT 0.880 0.876 0.896

Table 4: Evaluation of text zoning for all models in
3 different settings. Reported are averages of 3 runs.
For all models s.d.<0.0035 for accuracy, s.d.<0.015
for balanced accuracy. Best result per setting and eval-
uation measure in bold.

tasks before. Column 1 in Table 4 reports results for
settings using the same data for training and evaluation
as Gnehm and Clematide (2020). GBERT is a better
general-domain starting model than BERT-de (balanced
accuracy 0.869 vs. 0.855). Domain adaptation im-
proves both starting models, such that the best perform-
ing jobGBERT reaches accuracy of 0.916 and balanced
accuracy of 0.880, outperforming the baseline accuracy
of Gnehm and Clematide (2020) by 0.6 points. The
difference in pre-training in combination with domain
adaptation results in a good margin of 2.5 points in bal-
anced accuracy between this model and the worst per-
forming BERT-de.7

Impact of data shift over time: An interesting ques-
tion is, how the different models deal with the consid-
erable data shift over time in the domain of job ads. If
we evaluate on a more recent test set containing job ads
from 2015 to 2021 (column 2 in Table 4), performance
of BERT-de drops quite strongly by 3 points balanced
accuracy, whereas jobBERT-de even reaches 2 points
higher balanced accuracy. Since this test data was cre-
ated by post-correcting data that was pre-annotated by
jobBERT-de, this finding has to be treated with cau-
tion. Nonetheless, we assume the competitive edge of
jobBERT-de over BERT-de is bigger than a supposed
post-correction bias. Both evaluation results of GBERT
and jobGBERT on newer test data are comparable to
results on older data. These results imply that more
extensive general LM pre-training as well as relatively
limited continued in-domain training help mitigate the
impact of data shift over time in downstream tasks.
Updating fine-tuning training data: Including newer
data in model fine-tuning improves performance on
new test data for all models, but we observe an interest-

7BERT-de reaches still 1.2 points higher accuracy than
the same embeddings in Gnehm and Clematide (2020), due
to a different model architecture and/or training parameters.

ing interaction effect with prior in-domain pre-training
(see column 3 vs. column 2 in Table 4: Including new
data in fine-tuning of domain-adapted models reduces
the error rate by 1 point in the case of jobBERT-de, and
by 1.1 points for jobGBERT. For the models with only
general domain pre-training, the error rate is reduced
by 0.7 for BERT-de, respectively 0.6 points for GBERT.
Thus, it is especially the domain-adapted models that
can benefit from updating end-task training data with
small amounts of newer data. By combining domain
adaptation and updating fine-tuned models with small
amounts of new data, we can reduce the error rate from
9.6% (BERT-de, column 2), to 5.6% (jobBERT-de, col-
umn 3). This corresponds to a relative error reduction
of more than 40%. The same procedure applied on
the better initial model GBERT reduces error rate from
8.1% to 6.8% (jobGBERT column 3), still resulting in
a relative error reduction of more than 15%. In sum,
especially the combination of our two chosen strate-
gies prove to be very effective to handle data shift over
time.

Effect of vocabulary insertion: In text zoning too,
continued pre-training on in-domain data leads to a
larger improvement for jobBERT-de than for jobG-
BERT, in all three experimental settings (see Table 4).
As mentioned before, this may have different reasons.
In an in-depth analysis, we examined to what extent
this difference is related to the domain vocabulary in-
sertion technique we applied for jobBERT-de. We ob-
served, e.g. in the third setting that accuracy for the
15% of tokens affected by vocabulary insertion was
improved by 3.5% , whereas accuracy for the other
85% of tokens was improved by 3.7% through domain
adaptation. Thus, the larger gain of in-domain training
for jobBERT-de is not mainly caused by our vocabu-
lary insertion technique. But interestingly, in the case
of jobGBERT, improvement of accuracy for domain to-
kens was only 0.5%, for other tokens 1.1%. The large
difference in performance gain for the respective to-
kens between jobBERT-de and jobGBERT shows that
domain vocabulary insertion is a useful technique to
learn vector representations of tokens that are impor-
tant to the domain.

Impact of domain adaptation on minority zone
classes: Domain adaptation has a stronger effect on
balanced accuracy than on accuracy in all four settings
reported in Table 4. On average, the relative improve-
ment in balanced accuracy compared to initial models
is 4.1%, in accuracy 2.1% for jobBERT-de, for jobG-
BERT it is 1.4% compared to 0.4%. This implies that
domain adaptation is mainly improving performance,
especially recall, for minority classes (see per-class re-
sults in Table 5). This makes sense because there are
fewer training examples available for minority classes,
and therefore better pre-trained textual representations
are more helpful. This shows once again that domain
adaptation is particularly valuable for more complex
tasks.
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Frequency
zone abs. rel. precision recall F1
z1 22672 17.2% 0.911 0.913 0.912
z2 639 0.5% 0.822 0.768 0.795
z3 33186 25.2% 0.940 0.917 0.928
z4 964 0.7% 0.760 0.860 0.807
z5 2199 1.7% 0.839 0.851 0.845
z6 42610 32.4% 0.919 0.929 0.924
z7 16767 12.7% 0.921 0.935 0.928
z8 12515 9.5% 0.877 0.869 0.873

Table 5: Per zone frequencies, precision, recall and
F1-values for best text zoning model jobBERT-de on
original test set, reaching accuracy of 0.916, balanced
accuracy of 0.880

4.2.3. ICT term recognition
Task: The last evaluation task deals with the detec-
tion of ICT concepts in job ads. ICT terms refer to
single- and multi-word expressions from information
and communication technology. It includes very gen-
eral expressions like ”Computer”, widely known tools
like ”MS-Office Programme” (MS Office programs)
but also more specific tools and expressions like ”3D-
CAD Systeme” (3D CAD systems) or ”embedded soft-
ware engineer”. This term segmentation and classifi-
cation task is approached as a named entity recogni-
tion (NER) type problem by applying a transition based
NER method provided by spaCy8.
Compared to the other tasks, only a small amount of
training material is available. It consists of 2000 la-
beled job ads, split into 80% training set, and 10% for
dev and test set each. The labeled data was created in
an efficient iterative process using prodigy9, an annota-
tion tool for creating training data for machine learning
models. The core idea of our approach was to train
an initial model based on a small, manually annotated
sample that helped to shape the annotation guidelines,
and then iteratively increase the annotated material by
correcting the models’ predictions on new data samples
with prodigy ner.correct. The present dataset was cre-
ated in five rounds, with a total correction effort of 22
hours. Table 6 shows an example of a translated job ad
with annotated ICT terms.
In order to cover as broad a spectrum of ICT terms as
possible despite the relatively small amount of train-
ing material, a targeted sampling strategy was adopted.
A MALLET topic model based on Latent Dirichlet al-
location (LDA) (McCallum, 2002; Blei et al., 2003)
computed on the entire job ad corpus with 100 top-
ics has been used first to identify ads with an strong
ICT focus. Later, by also including less ICT-oriented
ads, we ensured that the model cannot only process ads
from the ICT sector, but also learns to deal with ads that
contain no ICT terms, only a few general ICT terms, or

8https://spacy.io
9https://prodi.gy

Several years of professional experience in a similar
function, very good PC skills ( MS-Office ,
especially Word and Excel , if possible,
experience with Abacus ) as well as stylistically
confident written and spoken German are required.

Table 6: Example of job ad segment with ICT term
annotation

very profession-specific ICT terms. Overall, the final
sample consists of one-third each of very ICT-heavy
ads, ads with a moderate ICT focus, and ads evenly
sampled from all 100 topics. In order to speed up the
process even more, we did not annotate the entire job
ads, but only segments from the text zones z6: job de-
scription and z7: required hard skills relevant to our
research questions.10

For our experiments, the samples have been stratified
by years, since ICT terms have evolved considerably
over the past 30 years. While there are only 96 differ-
ent normalized ICT terms in 1990, there are over 3800
different such terms in 2020. In addition, a clear shift
regarding ICT vocabulary can be observed in the entire
corpus. Only 28% of the ICT terms from 1990 are still
in the top 1k terms in 2020. And between the top 1k
terms of the years 2015 and 2020, the agreement is not
higher than 76%. This illustrates the rapid change to
which the ICT vocabulary is subject.
Model architecture and training: We bootstrapped
a transformer-based NER pipeline provided by spaCy.
Based on the pre-trained transformer LMs, context-
sensitive input representations are computed and used
as features for the downstream NER component, which
builds on a transition-based parser model11 as de-
scribed by (Lample et al., 2016). Apart from ex-
perimenting with different LMs, the settings and
hyper-parameters used in the present study are based
on the default settings of the spaCy pipeline based
on the spacy-transformers.TransformerModel.v1 and
spacy.TransitionBasedParser.v2 architectures.
Results overview: As shown in Figure 3, the two
domain-adapted models also outperform the base mod-
els in ICT term recognition. With an F1 score of
0.890, the domain-adapted jobGBERT model achieves
the best results overall. The fact that domain adaptation
pays off is supported by the fact, that also jobBERT-
de exceeds not only its base model BERT-de but also
GBERT, which is pre-trained on significantly more ma-
terial. Similarly to the previous tasks, the positive ef-
fect of domain adaptation, however, is higher for the
BERT-de (+2.03 points) than for the GBERT (+0.96
points) base model.
Effect of training data size: To evaluate how per-
formance is affected by the amount of training ma-

10A buffer of maximum 10 tokens from other zones was
allowed to keep the texts coherent.

11https://spacy.io/api/architectures#TransitionBasedParser

https://spacy.io
https://prodi.gy
https://spacy.io/api/architectures#TransitionBasedParser
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Figure 3: Evaluation of ICT term recognition task for
models with varying training set sizes. Averages over 5
runs are indicated by numbers and a vertical black line
in each bar. Darker colors show the range from min. to
max. values over 5 runs.

terial, two additional model types were created with
one-half (n=800) and one-quarter of the training ma-
terial (n=400). For the BERT-de model, the effect of
the domain adaptation becomes more pronounced with
smaller training sets. Domain adaptation seems to help
to deal with small amounts of data. Interestingly, the
opposite phenomenon can be observed with the GBERT
model: Here, the positive effect of domain adapta-
tion gets smaller with less training material. In gen-
eral, however, the variance of the five different runs in
GBERT is relatively large, an effect that is reinforced
by the training set reduction: For the smallest train-
ing set (n=400), the performance of GBERT fluctuates
with F-scores between 0.830 and 0.862, whereas the re-
sults of the domain-adapted jobGBERT are more stable.
Overall, also for the smaller amount of data, jobGBERT
still is the best performing model. However, GBERT is
almost as good and beats the domain-adapted jobBERT-
de. Hence, the pre-training on the significantly larger
database of GBERT compared to BERT-de pays off, es-
pecially when dealing with small datasets.

5. Conclusion
Domain adaptation techniques are beneficial over all
different tasks and experimental settings, and bring rel-
ative error reductions of up to 5-8% in classification
tasks, up to 15% in ICT term recognition, and up to

30% in text zoning. In line with the results of Chalkidis
et al. (2020) our results suggest that domain adaptation
especially pays off for more difficult tasks, e.g., clas-
sification of the main job task, or the recognition of
minority classes.
The major competitive edge of GBERT over BERT-
de in general domain NLP tasks is confirmed in all
our domain-specific evaluation tasks. But our do-
main adaptation techniques are proving effective, and
in most tasks, our domain adaptation of BERT-de,
jobBERT-de, is competitive, or even better than the
general-domain GBERT.
Improvement by domain-adaption is bigger for
jobBERT-de than for jobGBERT in all experiments.
This seems at least partly related to more extensive
general pre-training of GBERT, leading to relatively
larger exposition of this model to general domain texts,
as well as smaller learning effects from additional in-
domain data. However, our analysis showed that our
domain vocabulary insertion technique for jobBERT-de,
while not leading to major overall performance gains,
still enables us to learn good representations of impor-
tant domain-specific tokens.
Both more extensive general LM pre-training, as in the
case of GBERT, and our relatively limited continued in-
domain training mitigate the impact of data shift over
time. Domain-adapted models can further benefit more
from an update of labeled end-task training sets with
small amounts of most recent data. Hence, continued
pre-training of LMs with in-domain text seems espe-
cially advantageous in context of data shift over time.
Hyper-parameter grid search during task-specific fine-
tuning has been shown to be helpful in other studies
(Chalkidis et al., 2020). This strategy or ensemble so-
lutions to boost the performance of our domain-specific
text mining models remain for future work.
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